Studying DOZE-OFF in student using ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY system


ABSTRACT
Sleep deprivation of high school and university students is currently an actual concerning issue. Sleep deprivation is one of the leading causes of dozing-off during daytime. Usually, the state of drowsiness is very little concerned, but studies on drowsiness show the importance of investigating the frequency of occurrence as well as the need to clarify the cause and propose limited measures appeared dozing-off. Dozing-off is not only an undesirable state and disrupts daily activities, but also provides information on personal health status. In that case, early alertness for dozing-off event is very helpful in preventing unwanted consequences. The study has designed a process to record dozing-off event, then constructed and implemented the hypnogram processing program that evaluated quantitative changes in polysomnography signals at sleep onset, the transition time from wake stage to sleep stage. By analyzing the energy spectrum of the signal and using wavelet transform in combination with the support vector machine algorithm, the research allows a comprehensive evaluation of the state of dozing-off. Determining the exact time of onset of sleep is very important in the study of drowsiness. Extracting the time of this event appears to help develop an application for early warning dozing-off. Besides, it allows making an initial assessment of the condition of the subject when the time of drowsiness begins suddenly. Six recordings from volunteered students were processed from a 45-minute vigilance test. All of the volunteers had no neuropathy and were well explained to the procedures used in this study. The results show that depending on kinds of different applications, signals such as EEG, EOG, or EMG are used individually or in combination to fetch suitable results. The result presented a successful method to distinguish dozing-off event with other stages.
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INTRODUCTION
OZING-off can be observed in many workplaces, public spots and especially in educational environment. This phenomenon causes many unwanted consequences and becomes an actual concerning issue since it leads to serious occupational accidents and reduces life quality. For students, dozing-off causes distraction from studying which reduces their productivity.

Dozing-off can be a symptom of many severe illness and disorders such as narcolepsy or sleep deprivation. Researchers also found that people who frequently doze-off has the hazard ratio for getting stroke 2.6 times higher than normal. Due to its harmfulness, early alertness is necessary in order to prevent people from accidents and keep their work on track.

Also, a full record of dozing-off events can be useful for further diagnostic and therapy.

Reasons for daytime unwanted sleep can be listed as a side effect of medicine or fatigue due to overwork. Above all, lacking of sleep is the most mentioned reason when talking about dozing-off. This is also the frequent answer when asking students why they doze-off during class or when they drive to school in the morning.

Many researches were conducted to detect this undesirable sleeping condition using infrared camera analyzing movements of the head and pupils. This device is attached to cars as an alarm for drivers and is now widely used thanks to its noninvasive function. However, there are some limitations in this device. As a peripheral equipment, it is affected by noise from outside environment which leads to errors in detection. In addition to this, sleeping condition is controlled by the brain. Thus, a detection system based on brain signals will work better at distinguishing the stages. In that case, 3 special characters usually used for classifying sleep stages are Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electromyogram (EMG) and EOG (Electrooculogram) signals which are acquired from the Electroencephalography system.

Dozing-off event can be detected by determining the transition time between wake and sleep stages (or
the sleep on-set condition) when a subject is doing some particular actions. To have a better result of the dozing-off records, a precise measurement for transition time is necessary. This work can be best achieved by the convergence of a number of indices. In this project 3 indices were data collected from 3 channels of EEG, EMG and EOG signals.

When the transition period happens between wake and sleep stages, muscle tone presents a reduction in amplitude. Normally, in relaxation period, EEG displays a predominant of alpha activity (8 to 13Hz). When sleep enters, the theta activity (4 to 7 Hz) replaces and usually accounts for 50% of epoch duration. For the EOG performance, during wake stage, the channels in both eyes show eye blinking and rapid eye movements. As the patient become extremely drowsy, slow eye movement appears, and sleep may come right after. That is why the presence of slow eye movement is considered to be a proof for sleep on-set. When combining with other characters, the feature increases the confidence in recognizing the sleep on-set condition.

However, when the body relaxes, muscle tone also scales down as well as in the transition time between REM and NREM sleeps. Because of that reason, EMG signal itself cannot be used alone as an indicator for sleep on-set scoring. Similarly for EEG signal, the predominant replacement may take a long period, sometimes up to a couple of minutes for the phenomenon to be seen clearly. For those alarming applications, using EEG channel for detection dozing-off will not be sufficient due to its latency. Slow eye movements – likes other discriminators – is not always precisely related to sleep on-set, however, its appearance is a reliable sign that sleep on-set has happened. In that case, analyzing all three 3 channels to define the transition event is a need.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This research applies the Declaration of Helsinki principles in human studies.

**Experiment apparatus**

All the experimental process was conducted in Biomedical Laboratory 204B4 at Ho Chi Minh University of Technology. The recording room was designed based on characteristics of Faraday cage in order to reduce the effect of 50Hz electrical noise. The data was recorded using NicoletOne V32 device (Natus Neurology Incorporated, WI, USA) providing 32 channels with the ability to amplify the original signal and filter noise at 50Hz in order to gain high quality signal. The device is specially designed for sleep analysis and is widely used in many neuroscience laboratories around the world.

Signal gained from NicoletOne device is extracted to digital signal and processed using Matlab software (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

**Technique**

**Data acquisition**

Six recordings were collected from volunteered students age ranged from 20 to 25 years old without having neuropathy. Since dozing-off in students happen mostly due to lack of sleep, all subjects participated in the experiment were asked to reduce the amount of sleep the night before and not to use any alcohol or caffeine before recording. The experiment executed after lunch time 30 to 60 minutes. Before recording, all the objectives and recording process were carefully instructed to subjects.

The data acquisition started with 10-minute period calibration when subject seated, kept their eyes open and relaxed for 5 minutes and thereafter sat with their eyes close for the remaining 5 minutes. The recording in this period was used as training data for later classifying process. During the subsequent 35-minute vigilance test, subject stayed on the same sitting position in front of a screen and a video camera. The task required subjects to watch the display and press a time-lapse button whenever they saw a signal (a white 3x1 centimeters arrow) appeared randomly on the screen.

The signal showed up 2 to 4 times per minute and was visible during 4 seconds at each exposure. Any omission of the signal was noticed as a sign of dozing-off event. Data recorded in this period was used as testing data.

**Data analysis**

Each signal index required different parameter to examine. The signal processing procedure is shown in Figure 1.

For EEG signal, the predominance of brain waves was calculated based on the Ratio of Power Spectrum (RPS) presented as following formula:

\[ RPS_x = \frac{P_x}{\sum P_i} \]  

(1)

While X are theta and alpha.

In EMG signal, the reduction in muscle tone was examined by changes in mean square amplitude and identified as:

\[ A_{EMG}^2 = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} A_i^2}{N} \]  

(2)

- The signal processing procedure is shown in Figure 1.
- Each signal index required different parameter to examine.
While N: number of data points in each epoch

$A_i$: amplitude of each data point (μV)

EOG channel required a more complicated process to identify slow eye movement feature. By extraction method as executed in previous work, epoch containing SEM was classified automatically under the support of Support Vector Machines algorithm.

First of all, the efficiency of SEM recognition algorithm was evaluated in order to ensure EOG signal analyzing result contribute to the determination of sleep on-set.

After classifying using Support Vector Machines algorithm, epochs with or without SEM appearance were then confronted with the categorized result for each epoch conducted by observation in EEG Viewer software. Epochs were arranged in 4 groups: TP (True Positive) for epochs that were both calculated and observed with SEM; TN (True Negative) for epochs that were both calculated and observed without SEM (non-SEM or NSEM); FP (False Positive) for epochs observed as NSEM but got calculated result as SEM; and FN (False Negative) for epochs observed as SEM but calculated result was NSEM.

Accuracy gave the general estimation for classifying algorithm.

$$\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{\text{total number of epochs}} \times 100 \quad (3)$$

Sensitivity showed the ability to classify epochs with SEM.

$$\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \times 100 \quad (4)$$

Specificity showed the ability to recognize epochs without SEM.

$$\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \times 100 \quad (5)$$

Ideally, all three parameters needed to be high to prove the effectiveness of the dozing-off event recognition algorithm. There were two parameters that needed to be noticed: sensitivity and specificity. High sensitivity indicated the optimal effect of SEM recognition algorithm. However, in a successive epoch sequence with SEM, some epoch might be missed and would not change its contribution in detecting dozing-off event but few seconds delay of recognizing the event. Specificity identified NSEM epoch. If the parameter was high, it meant that the errors in identifying the time of sleep on-set due to false detection of slow eye movement was minimized.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Epoch classification results with NSEM and SEM were listed in Table 1 based on the mentioned parameters: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>93.43</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>94.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96.74</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>98.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>93.70</td>
<td>76.47</td>
<td>94.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>96.43</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>98.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>82.09</td>
<td>62.27</td>
<td>89.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91.82</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>97.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results table, the reason of the percentage of sensitivity quite low compared to the percentage of accuracy and specificity is that SEM does not occur alone but rather in a series of repetitive cycles. If the algorithm did not identify all SEMs correctly but correctly identified the first SEMs, this study could identify the time of drowsiness. So as a result, we did not add additional training steps to increase the percentage of sensitivity.
From the analysis of samples 2 and 3, it is not possible to use only the EEG signal to determine the state of sleep due to abnormalities occurring in brain waves. Besides, it is not correct to consider chin EMG alone, because this factor has a variable amplitude even in the waking period (sample 3). In the EOG signal, SEM appears in both phases: drowsiness and N1 stage of sleep. Because of these inadequacies, it is necessary to combine many factors to get more accurate and appropriate results in the case of wanting to determine the time of the subject’s drowsiness events to monitoring or treatment.

In addition, the time of drowsiness will be detected more slowly due to continuously changing brain wave signals, which makes the state of drowsiness and alertness interwoven in experiments of samples 1 and 4. It also means that with doze-off alert devices, it is more effective to analyze EMG and EOG signals before investigating the EEG signal when the object is working continuously and having risk of drowsiness. This is very logical because when you fall into a state of muscle tone loss and eye is no longer under control, the accident may occur. Therefore, through the above results, depending on the purpose of the application, consideration can be given to selecting specific signals for analysis and identification.

With the results of the study, it is possible to open a wide range of applications: an alert device for drowsiness or a warning of the imminent drowsiness trend. When early warning is required, priority can be given to EMG and EOG signals. However, when it is necessary to accurately and quantitatively identify trends and the time when drowsiness occurs, an EEG signal analysis can be used.

The suspected dozing-off events were re-checked with the video recorded from camera to determine the real events. The events detected by algorithm were then demonstrated in the same time axis with real events to evaluate the accuracy of the method. There was a total of 11 dozing-off events happened in 6 recordings and 9 events were recognized by algorithms with mean delay time was approximately 50 seconds. Maximum delay time was 2 minutes 20 seconds caused by the steady changes in EEG signal (Figure 2).

Reverse event was observed in a female subject. During the time sleep occurred, the alpha wave took the predominance instead of theta wave (Figure 3). This was an obvious evidence that EEG signal alone could not use to efficiently detect the phenomenon.

CONCLUSIONS

As can be seen in the result, recording of brain waves only could not be used to determine the state of sleep due to an abnormality might occur in the subject’s brainwaves. Also, it is not possible to consider only the muscle tone of the chin because this factor has a variable amplitude. In EOG signal, slow eye movement, as mentioned, appeared in both stages: drowsiness and the N1 stage of sleep. Because of the above inadequacies, the needs of combining all the factors to bring more accurate and optimal results when recording dozing-off events for the purpose of diagnosis and treatment were huge.

Additionally, the phenomenon was more difficult to be detected if the state of sleeping and waking mixed together. When the subject sleepily did a particular action during the experiment, it led to mixing signals in brainwaves. This might force an exclusion of EEG signal and considering EOG and EMG signals instead for a more accurate notification in dozing-off warning device. This was also reasonable since once the muscle lost its ability to stress and eyes was uncontrollable, accidents increased their chances to happen.

To conclude, depending on the purpose of the application, consideration of the specific signals may be taken into account for analysis and identification.
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Figure 2: Data analyzing result in EOG, EEG and EMG signals respectively along with dozing-off events marked by algorithm and real events. At the time when sleep on-set occurred, there were the appearance of SEM and reduction in muscle tone. However, the predominance of alpha wave replacing theta wave came after quite a period of time leading to delay in dozing-off recognition.

Figure 3: Data analyzing result in EOG, EEG and EMG signals respectively along with dozing-off events marked by algorithm and real events. During sleeping period, subject showed a reverse phenomenon comparing to normal: alpha wave accounted for most of the time while theta wave had less predominance. This event reduplicated when doing another attempt to the same subject with similar conditions.


